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Subject: Re: UPDATE - Re: Letters for Undeed, Closed Deed Materials At JFKL

Body:

Jeremy:Since I am going to be at the JFKL tomorrow, I was wondering where we were on the Schlesinger and 

Marshall letters.Thanks.Tom To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate:	01/21/98 04:41:59 

PMSubject: 	UPDATE - Re: Letters for Undeed, Closed Deed Materials At JFKLJeremy:Based on another 

conversation I had with Desnoyers today, she will be writing to Smathers regarding his materials.  I can explain 

the details of why, but I think it will be the most effective way of approaching him.  She will get me a draft 

tomorrow.  We may need to follow-up later.  Thus, you need only look at Schlesinger and Marshall.Tom 

To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate:	01/20/98 08:50:00 PMSubject: 	Re: Letters for 

Undeed, Closed Deed Materials At JFKLJeremy:Per our earlier discussions, attached are the draft letters for 

Schlesinger, Marshall and Smathers.  In addition to the letters, here are some questions for your 

consideration:Should the letters, particularly the Marshall letter, be signed by Jack?Do you mind if Megan 

Desnoyers sees our drafts, after you've looked at them?  She offered to do so and has already given some 

guidance on the letters.  It may be helpful, since the parties may reach out to her after receiving our letters.  

Please advise.Thanks.TomTo:	Tom Samoluk/ARRB @ ARRBcc:	From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	01/12/98 

04:23:54 PMSubject: 	Re: Letters for Undeed, Closed Deed Materials At JFKLYes, let's hold in EMK.To:	Jeremy 

Gunncc:	 From:	Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate:	01/12/98 02:32:20 PMSubject:	Letters for Undeed, Closed Deed 

Materials At JFKLJeremy:I noticed that Anna wants you to try to interview Schlesinger when you are in NYC.  A 

letter to him is one that I am drafting.  Depending on what happens on your efforts, I want to be coordinated 

with my letter.  You will see it before it goes.I will also be drafting letters for Burke Marshall and Senator 

Smathers.In the All Agencies update, you mention Schlesinger, Marshall, and Smathers; not Ted Kennedy.  I 

just wanted to confirm that we want to hold on a letter to him until it is determined how we are going to 

proceed.Please advise.Thanks.Tom 
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